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ABSTRACT

Nuclear reactions which may exhibit coherent
effects have been studied as a candidate explana
tion for cold fusion effects.

An analysis of a general class of two-step co
herent reactions involving charged nucleons has
been performed, and very small reaction rates a.re
found. This result is due to the small tunneling
factors associated with coulomb repulsion.

We are investigating two-step coherent reac
tions which begin through weak interaction me
diated electron capture, which in hydrogen iso
topes would produce off-shell (virtual) neutrons.
No coulomb repulsion occurs for virtual neutrons.
Virtual neutron capture by deuterons would yield
tritium, and virtual neutron capture by protons
would yield deuteronsj the latter process is fa
vored by a factor of 104 in the square of the ma.trix
element on a per nucleon basis, and corresponds
to a heat-producing reaction. The nuclear reac
tion energy would be coupled into the electrolysis
process, with the final reaction products station
ary.

We have found that the weak interaction pro
cess can in principle be superradiant in the Dicke
sense. If so, then considerable acceleration of thjs
type of coherent reaction may occur.

I. INTRODUCTION

Much controversy has surrounded the area of
cold fusion research since its inception last March
following the initial papers of Fleischmann and
Pons a.t Utah1,2 and Jones et al. at BYU3 . During
the months that followed numerous experiments
were performed, most of which did not reproduce
any of the various "miracles" that have become
associated with cold fU~ion.4-22 Especially dis
concerting was the apparent inability of the prin
ciple advocates of cold fusion to reproduce their
own results.
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Based on these points, and based also on the
complete lack of any supporting theory or basic
mechanism, the scientific community views cold
fusion research of any sort with extreme skepti
cism. The ERAB review board23 politely sum
marized this position with the comment: "Based
on these many negative results and the marginal
statistical significance of reported positive results,
the Panel concludes that the present evidence for
the discovery of a new nuclear process termed cold
fusion is not persuasive." Nature has gone further
and has published a number of obituaries for cold
fusion. 24 -26

The arguments that have been given for the
fundamental unsoundness of cold fusion research
in general are numerous. Among them is the
basic physics problem associated with overcom
ing the coulomb barrier at room temperature,
and accounting for heat with no apparent nuclear
byproducts. Additionally, the positive cold fusion
results appear to be in direct contradiction to very
basic precepts of nuclear physics, and it seems
that an extremely fundamental and totally un
expected change in our understanding of physics
would be required even to begin accounting for
the various "miracles" that have been claimed.
Finally, it has been remarked in private countless
times that the single strongest argument against
cold fusion is that the experimental effects simply
vanish whenever a competent physicist performs
the relevant measurements with adequate instru
mentation, and that anyone claiming to observe
a positive result is self-deluding.

D. Morrison is studying the progress of cold
fusion as an example of pathological science. '27

In spite of the views of the majority of physi
cists, positive experimental results in support of
anomalous effects persist (as described in a. re
cent review by Bockris28). Evidence for very
substantial excess heat generation in closed sys
tem calorimetry experiments has been obtained at



Stanford.Z9 The isoperibolic calorimeter is simple
and well-calibratedj the error bars are at the 1 %
level, and the signals exceed 20 %. This evidence
is compelling. Observations of heat have been re
ported by numerous other laboratories.30--37

Perhaps the strongest evidence for substantial
tritium production comes from Texas A&M.38

Additionally, tritium production has been re
ported numerous times.39-"<I Neutron emission
in electrolysis cells has been reported by BYU,3
and has been claimed at other laboratories.33,<l1;,46
Neutron emission in gas cells has been reported
by Frascati47 (who have recently seen more
neutrons48), LANL,40,<19 and elsewhere.so Fast
protons have been reported in Ref. 51.

Heat bursts have been reported by many work·
ers. Pons and Fleischmann reported early on in
their work that a cubic centimeter cube exploded.
Bockris mentions exploding rods in his review.
Extreme heat production was reported by Gozzi
et al.,52,S3 in a non-reproduced experiment.

There are proponents of cold fusion and there
are skeptics. The skeptics have demonstrated
that no cold fusion effects occur. The propo
nents have answered most ifnot all of the skeptics
criticisms with respect to experimental method·
ology, and have demonstrated that the effect is
real. Unfortunately the skeptics and proponents
rarely meet and discuss physics, and this is very
unfortunate for all involved.

We have adopted the position of devil's advo
cate (relatively). We have looked at the problem
from the point of view that the effect may both
be real and be all that was originally claimed for
it, and from there inquired how it could possi·
bly come about, without breaking basic physical
laws in the process. The current experimental ev
idence from the proponents largely supports such
a view, even at this late date after the obituaries
have appeared in print.

We have speculated given the assumptions that
the heat is real and of nuclear origin. It seems
to follow that if the heat is real and accurately
measured, that it must be nuclear since the total
energy production that is reported would corre
spond to more than 10 eV per atom of electrode.
Additionally, if the tritium production is real, it
most certainly involves nuclear processes since tri
tium cannot be made chemically. Finally, if the
neutrons are real, then they too would provide
evidence for the occurrence of a nuclear process.
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But what nuclear process? Certainly conven
tional binary nuclear reactions cannot do it, for
two compelling reasons: (1) there is no way
known to overcome the coulomb barrier at room
temperature to the degree required under electrol
ysis conditions, and (2) there is no experimental
support for any known conventional reaction that
can produce either heat or tritium as it is report
edly produced.

Furthermore, if the tritium is real at the levels
reported, and ifit is actually produced with a low
accompanying secondary 14 MeV neutron emis
sion rate that is smaller by many orders of mag
nitude as is reported, then it implies a very severe
constraint on the final state tritium kinetic en
ergy that may occur. This constraint is described
in this paper, and more or less implies that no
conventional binary fusion reaction is likely to be
responsible, since the tritium which is prodUCed
is essentially sitting still by nuclear standards.

Another constraint must be obeyed by any nu
clear reaction that is proposed to accoun 10 for the
"miracles." Not only do the reactions have to
be consistent with the observed stability of heavy
water and deuterium gas not involved in cold fu
sion experiments, but they must be consistent
with stellar evolution models. The existence of
a binary fusion reaction that occurs at room tem
perature would in all probability be impossible to
reconcile with stellar models at higher tempera
tures.

Our general approach has been to explore what
we have termed coherent nuclear reactions. These
are proposed reactions that would proceed collec·
tively due to some unique feature of the reaction,
and occur only rarely as incoherent or binary reac
tions. Such reactions certainly can be postulated
and are certainly physical, but most occur with
an utterly negligible reaction rate. To our knowl
edge there is no previous work or speculation on
such reactions; aside from the recent cold fusion
results there would be no motivation aside from
curiosity to explore collective nuclear reactions.

Our initial efforts involved the consideration
the implications of coherent dd reactions between
coupled nuclear/lattice states that were degener
ate. The idea is interesting, but finding micro
scopic mechanisms that support such a. picture
bas been wfficult. We analyzed a rather general
class of coherent fusion reactions between charged
hydrogen isotopes, and we were able to show that



all such reactions in general occur with reaction
rates that are quite smalL The basic problem is
that the matrix elements between initial and final
states are too small due to exponentially small
tunneling factors to support reaction rates in the
range of those reported.

One solution to this very general problem is to
consider coherent reactions wherein the fusion oc·
curs between a neutral nucleon (neutron) and a
charged nucleon. The wea.k interaction can pro
vide a mechanism to reduce the charge of a hydro
gen isotope, and the resulting problem becomes
one of studying virtual neutron states, since the
process is by necessity off·shell. A weakness of
the approach is that one very difficult problem is
replaced by another very difficult problem: that
off-shell neutrons almost never stray far from their
point of origin.

A second perceived weakness of the approach
is that a reaction that begins with a weak in
teraction matrix element is probably going to be
vanishingly small. We have found, or so we be
lieve, an interesting situation in which a coher
ence effect has the potential to enhance neutrino
emission (and therefore the effective strength of
the weak interaction) by a large factor. This ef·
fect can be described briefly as Dicke superradi
ance of neutrinos. If it occurs, a condition that
must be obeyed is that the final nucleon states be
stationary. This condition is consistent with the
constraint imposed by the low neutron emission
observations during heat generation and tritiw;n
production. In order for thjs to occur, the nuclear
energy must be transferred elsewhere in a DODdis
ruptive manner, a process which has no precedent
in nuclear physics.

This is our general approach, and the spe
cific scenario that we envision is one in which
deuterons generate virtual neutrons through elec
tron capture and coherent neutrino emission, and
heat and tritium generation occurs through vir
tual neutron pickup by protons and deuterons.
The nuclear energy is transferred to the macro
scopic level coherently through Ml interaction of
the nuclear dipoles with the current in the pres·
ence of a h.igh order nonlinea.rity. Protons are
substantially more reactive than deuterons in vir
tual neutron pickup as is discussed later in this
work (section VI).

The fuel for heat production in this scenario are
protons, deuterons and electrons; the palladium
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IS In a sense a catalyst by virtue of its electro
chemical and magnetic properties. The byprod
ucts of the reaction are deuterons and soft neutri
nos (which are probably unobservable), and the
deuterons are born stationary. This scenario is
qualitatively consistent with many of the reported
observations. The process would not occur in
stars due to the coherency and current require
ments. It remains to be seen whether the scenario
can become a predictive theory.

The remainder of this report is divided up as
follows: In section II we consider the implications
of the low values of observed neutron emission.
We review the basic reactions that we have con
sidered during this work in Section III. The rela
tive strengths of Ml matrix elements for slow neu
tron pickup by protons and deuterons is consid
ered in Section IV. We show that neutrino emis
sion can occur coherently in section V; and we
discuss the coupling of energy from the micro
scopic to the macroscopic in section VI. We pro
vide further discussion in Section VII. Proposals
for experiments that would help elucidate reac·
tion mechanisms within the framework of our sce
nario are given in Section VIII.

We will not discuss other theoretical ap
proaches in this paper. A very critical article26

by Lindley summarizes the most popular models
and their drawbacks.

II. LIMITS ON THE KINETIC
E ERGY OF FI AL PRODUCTS

Consensus is appearing among some cold fu
sion experimentalists regarding upper bounds on
neutron production when either heat or tritium
is observed. It is fou.nd at numerous laborato
ries that the neutron production rate occurs at a
rate which is less than 10-8 of the rate at which
tritium production occurs. A stronger bound oc
curs in the case of heat production, under the
assumption that heat producing re,aetions evolve
MeV-level energy per reaction.

Such upper bounds imply a maximum kinetic
energy possible for final state reaction products.
In conventional e.xothermic fusion reactions, the
nuclear energy released appea.rs as kinetic energy
of the products or as gamma radiation. There are
no reports of the observation of gamma emission
from any cold fusion experiments, and the bounds
on neutron emission can be used to limit directly
the final reaction product kinetic energy.



If tritium is created initially at high (MeV) ki
netic energy, then the probability that a DT re
action which produces a 14 MeV neutron occurs
can be computed from the yield formula to be in
the vicinity of lO-s - 10-4 per triton. In order to
obtain a neutron to triton ratio which is as low
as 10-8

, the emitted triton energy must be quite
low. We have estimated the neutron yield for fast
tritons in a deuterated palladium lattice from

f~ [dl>E]-1
Y(E) = J

o
NDGDT(') d;;- d, (II.I)

mechanism were found to overcome the coulomb
barrier. Furthermore, any proposed theoretical
explanations for Pons~Fleischmann effects (heat
and tritium) should be consistent with these ob
servations.

We have considered the possibility that heat
production occurs through virtual neutron cap~

ture by protons. The end product of such a cap~

ture process would be a deuteron, and the above
arguments can be repeated to obtain an upper
limit on the deuteron kinetic energy. The yield
formula

III. SUMMARY OF REACTIONS
EXAMINED
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Figure 2: Yield of2.4 MeV DD neutrons through
fusion of fast deuterons in deuterated palladium
as a function of triton energy.

In the course of our efforts, we ha.ve focussed
on the general notion that collective effects may
be involved.59 This notion will be illustrated in
the examples under discussion. We have looked

(II.2)f~ [dl>E]-1
Y(E) = Jo NDGDD(') d;;- d,

was evaluated using the dd cross section of Brown
and Jarmies8

, and the result is shown in Figure
2. One is tempted to apply this yield formula
to the original Pons-Fleischmann data, and take
the upper bound on neutron yield from Ref. 4.
This gives an upper bound on neutron yield on
the order of 10-11

. By itself, this would give an
upper bound of less than 20 keY for a deuteron ki
netic energy, under the two assumptions that the
Pons-Fleischmann heat is real and that deuteron
production is responsible.
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following Batra et alS4 and Armstrong et alss ,
where N D is the deuterium number density, and
t7DT is the fusion cross section. We have adopted
the range data of Janni S6 for palladium. The re
sult is shown in Figure 1. A neutron yield of 10-8

would correspond to an upper limit on tritium ki
netic energy of about 25 keV.

Figure 1: Yield of 14 MeV DT neutrons through
fusion of fast tritons in deuterated palladium as
a function of triton energy.

A point of interest here is that the neutrons
which have been reported to date are not con
sistent with 14 MeV emission, but rather the ob
served neutrons are thought to be 2 MeV neutrons
(consistent with dd fusion neutrons). If so, then
the relevant constraint on 14 MeV neutron yield
emission is more severe, and bounds 'the ma.xJ.
mum triton kinetic energy to even smaller values.
Kevin Wolf at Texas A&M estimates that this
bound can currently be taken to be 15 keV.s7

The relative lack of neutron emjssion can be
used to rule out essentially all known nuclear fu
sion reactions which evolve tritium, even if some
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d+e+p+d - (2n+ve +p+d)v _ ve+d+t

IV. MAGNETIC DIPOLE
STRENGTHS
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One approach towards developing an explana
tion for tritium production is to adopt a scenario
in which tritium is formed through the capture of
a neutron by deuterium. One proposed version of
this reaction is

We are interested in the strength of this reaction
in comparison with the strength of the depp re
action mentioned above. An examination of the
known slow neutron capture cross sections leads
to the conclusion that virtual neutron capture by
protons is favored over capture by deuterons by a
moderately large factor. We conjecture that the
magnetic dipole matrix element for neutron cap
ture by protons is larger than for any other system
by a large factor as well, and we have concluded
this based on an examination of a relatively small
number of capture cross sections.

Our approach will be very sirnplej we shall view
the capture process as a radiative decay from an
extended bound state. For example, in the pres
ence of a magnetic field, neutrons of the appropri
ate spin polarization will see an attractive poten
tial whkh is very weak. For low enough neutron

Figure 3: Feynman-like djagram for the pro
posed heat-producing two-step depp reaction.

We have been exploring a coherent version of
this reaction as a many-particle process. The
most interesting result which we have found is the
possibility that the neutrino emission has the po
tential to be superradiant in the Dicke sense. In
order to reach maximum superradiance, the fu
sion states would have to retain phase coherence,
which is consistent with the requirement that the
final states be stationary.

for effects which involve primarily deuterium and
protons.

A. d+d+----+ 4 He

The initial report of Pons and Fleischmann pro
posed that dd fusion was responsible for the ef
fects, and we considered initially what would be
required for this to occur. One idea was that a
lattice under stress might show multiphonon re
sponse in the MeV range due to fractures, and
that in some way the electromagnetic interaction
could get the energy out coherently at an en
hanced rate.

The principal drawback to this approach is the
exponentially damped electric quadrupole mo
ment between initial and final states due to the
Coulomb barrier between nucleons.

B. Fusion/Beta Two step reactions: p + d 1--+

eHe)v -.jo t +e+ +Ve

Two step reactions in which fusion is followed
by an incoherent decay process have the possibil
ity of behaving coherently if the exchanged pho
ton is soft. We were able to formulate a many
body theory for this class of reaction based on the
analogy with laser physics mod·eIs. We found that
the model was mathematically tractable but that
all effects due to this type of reaction were quite
small due to the small electromagnetic moment
between initial and final fusing states. In essence,
if there were some way to enhance the tunnel
ing, then coherent two-step reactions of this type
might occur. The detailed analysis of such pro
cesses is documented in our AS ME paper.

C. Beta/Fusion Two-step Reactions: d + e +
2p --. (ve +2n +2p)v +----+ Ve +2d+2.05 Me V

The exponential inhibition of fusion reactions
due to the coulomb barrier is responsible for the
general view among physicists that no cold fusion
effects are possible in spite of supporting experi
mental results. If weak interaction electron cap
ture by a deuteron occurs first, then the fusion re
action is between a neutral and charged nucleus,
with no accompanying coulomb barrier. The price
to be paid for this is twofold: the weak interaction
is not so large of an effect, and the intermediate
states with neutrons present is virtual. The de
tailed analysis of this reaction as an incoherent
process is straightforward, and one finds that the
range of the virtual neutrons is measured in tens
of fermis.
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energy, bound states will exist (although they will
be unstable to collisions by thermal nucleons).
Such states will decay radiatively according to

(IV.6)

from Cox et al60 (for a theoretical examination
of this, see Mathiot61

). For neutron capture by
deuterons, and similar estimate gives

(u,v), = (3.342 X 1O-25cm')(2.200 X 105~)
sec

1 1 I II II I' 3/ic'N (2J. + I) (f.J. I' f,J,) = 4" w' u,(v)v

(IV.3)
We may define a single particle reduced matrix
element in terms of the left hand side

I (u III' III) I'
(j. +I)

1 1 ) I'N (2J. + I) I (f.J.111' II f,J, (IVA)

which can be used to obtain a. ratio of the reduced
matrix elements for neutron capture by protons
and deuterons.

(IV.7)

(u,v), = (5.7 x 1O-"cm')(2.200 X105~)
sec

where we have used the somewhat dated value
from Kaplan et al62

, which is in rough agreement
with the CRC value of 5.1 X 1O-28cm2.

The ratio of (IV.5) actually requires channel
specinc cross sections to be valid. Neutron pickup
by a proton requires a singlet initial state, and so
we may require this unique channel in our ratio.
Neutron capture by a deuteron involves two chan
nels, and we do not have data for the two channels
individually. In order to get a general estimate,
we shall take the deuteron capture quantities to
imply an averaged sum, a.nd we then obtain for
the ratio of (1V.5)

(2j" + 1)-1 I (np III' II d) I' _
(2j,<+ 1) 'I (nd III' lit) I' -

[6.25MeV]' [7.35 X 10-
20

] = 1.3 X10' (IV.B)
2.22MeV 1.25 x 10-22

This ra.tio is relatively independent of photon en.
ergy, and would be valid in the limit that the
emitted photons are soft. The key result here is
that protons would be substantially more reac
tive in terms of accepting a virtual neutron in a
coherent fusion model than deuterons. It is this
point which has focused our attention on the im
portance of protons in our coherent fusion work.

The two step beta/fusion reaction under dis
cussion is essentially a generalized neutron trans
fer reaction, which is proposed to deposit S.wave
neutrons in the ground state of an isotope through
an M1 transition. Reactions in which a neutron is
transferred into an s-orbital of an acceptor isotope
are of most interest. Candidate Is orbital isotopes
are presented in Table I. It is observed that out of
the three possible candidates, two are implicated
in the present scenario. We have not yet obtained
an estimate of the gamma channel of the low en
ergy neutron-3He reaction, so we are not in a po
sition to predict how strongly 3He would react
relative to protons or deuterons.

(IV.2)iR = NaAv)v

where IruJu) denotes the upper state in whjch

the neutron is relatively delocalized, and IfIJI)
denotes the lower state in which neutron capture
has occurred. By necessity for these arguments,
these states are many-particle states.

The radiative decay rate is related to the cap
ture cross section through

where N is the number density of target nucle
ons, and O'c(v) is the capture cross section into
the ground state. For Ml capture of neutrons by
protons and deuterons, the capture cross sections
vary as l/v at low energy.

It follows that the reduced matrix element can
be related to the capture cross section through

(2j.,+I)-'I(nplll'lId)I' = (W')'(u,v),
(2j.<+ I) II (nd III' lit) I' w, (u,v),

(IV.5)
Experimental measurements on slow neutron

capture by protons have yielded a value of the
capture cross sections for room temperature neu
trons (2200 m/sec) which we may use
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loul0l'c A~""""l<e (./;]" . (JI)"' " Q(MeV}

," ~~.~8S % W' (I) • - %.n

'H O.OU ':' (I)' W' 1%.%6 Y 6.16

'R. O.llOOl~ " m- (C)+ - 20.58

Table I: Parameters for slow neutron pickup medi
ated by Ml electromagnetic tra.nsitions to nuclear
15 orbitals.

Candidate 2s orbital isotopes are given in Ta.ble
II. Of interest in the list is silicon, which was used
in Claytor's tritium experiments and which is the
subject of a number of undocumented reports
concerning Wada's neutron experiments. Also of
interest is 31p, which would be activated to 32p

upon capture of a neutronj the product is ra
dioactive with a half-life of 14 days (the decay
mode is p- with a 1.7 MeV energy), which would
make a useful marker for autoradiography exper
iments. If we assume that the branching ratio is
0.7 % from Lycklama and Kennet,63 a.nd adopt
the CRe value of 0.233 b for the total thermal
neutron cross section, then we obtain a partial
cross section of 1.6 mb. The ratio of equation
(IV.8) evaluates to about 9.4 X loJ for 31P, which
is similar to that for deuterium. Hence, if the
scenario is right, then we might hope to activate
phosphorous as a second order effect (on par with
tritium production) if P is present in quantity.

Julop~ Ab",ndU><;c P,)"' P,]"' " Q{M~VJ

"Me 11.01% (W W' g.~5m 6.H

" Si {l1.23 (0)+ W~ - I.H

"s; ~.67 (W (ej+ - 1l1.61
up '00. (W (1)' H.28d 7.{l4

Table II: Parameters for slow neutron pickup me
diated by Ml electromagnetic transitions to nu
clear 2s orbitals.

The branching ratios for slow neutron capture in
29Si have been given by Beard and Thomas.55 The
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partial cross sections for capture of thermal neu
trons to the ground state ofJOSi can be estimated
to be 0.26 mb.

Although we have assembled a table of candi
date transitions for slow neutron capture into 3s
neutron orbitals,66 the resulting table is moder
ately long due to the mixing of the 3s orbital with
other neutron shells. The list includes isotopes
between Cd and Ba. Of most interest may be the
cadmium and tin isotopes, which include a small
number which are unstable following neutron ac
tivation (for example , 1123n lead to 1I33n with a
haH-life of 115 days).

We note that tritium cannot be an acceptor in
this scenario.

The spin flip transitions under discussion here
can proceed in principle coherently, in which CMe
there can arise an N 2 factor associated with the
coherence. It is this effect which is proposed to
account for the observation that deuterons are
favored over protons as sources of virtual neu
trons. We expect that such processes would be
enhanced by net nuclear spin polarization lo
cally, which would follow from electronic spin
polarization.67- 69 Unfortunately the case is not
strong for thjs since the magnetic susceptibil
ity is known to be very low in PdDz a.t high
10ading.70- 71 A reduction in hopping at high loa.d
ing would improve coherence and may provide a
rationalization of the observed loading require
ments.

V. COLLECTIVE EFFECTS IN
NEUTRINO EMISSION

In this section we sha1l explore a semi-classical
model of neutrino emission. This analysis is mo
tivated by analogous models for photon emission
in quantum electronics. Starting from QED, an
evolution equation for the ·expectation value of
the electric and magnetic fields can be developed
readily. The equations obeyed by the averages
are Maxwell's equations, and the source terms are
found explicitly in terms of averages of the quan-

. aI fth I . aI 72-75tum eqwv ents 0 e c asslC sources.

Neutrino emission can in principle be viewed
analogously. The expectation value of the neu
trino field obeys the Weyl equation with a source
term, and this model is in essence a semiclassical
model for neutrino emission in the quantum elec
tronics sense. This semi-classicaJ model can be
used to explore conditions under which neutrino



and

[

q·cp ](I +--, )~;(r,,)
(I +1,h'~i(r,t) '" h'i'Ef,

-(I +-2,)~i(r,l)
me

(V.o)

The electron orbitals which have strong overlap
with the deuterons will be well described in a non
relativistic approximation. In this case we may
take the 4-vector tPj(r,t) and break it down into
two components

(V.7)

(VA)

][~: ][ ~. ]' 1[I -I
x. = /2 1 1

[
~i(r,l) ]

"i(r,l)'" q.cp~.( )
2mc2 J r,t

It follows that

q. cp ]q(I +--, )~i(r, ,)
(I + ,,)q"~i(r.l) '" [ h'i'Ep

-q(I +--, )~i(r, I)
2mc

(V.6)
The form of these formulas shows explicitly the
cho:ce of helicity of the neutrino source. A uni
tary transforma.tion can be used to simplify the
computation

emission occurs as a collective process. The moti
vation for this analysis is that the phenomenon of
Dicke superradiance is accounted for within the
framework of the semiclassical model for electro
magnetics, and it follows that neutrino emission
may show an equivalent effect.

It is known that neutrinos can participate in co
herent phenomenon. Based on the analogy with
photons, Weber suggested that neutrinos would
scatter coherently proportional to N 2 the num
ber of scatters in a crysta1.76-77 A detector based
on this principle has been constructed and there
is evidence for the detection of neutrinos. 78 The
extension to coherent emission of neutrinos is
straightforward conceptually.

Our starting point is the Dirac equation for the
classical neutrino field, which is the expectation
value of the field-theoretic neutrino field operator.
This equation is

where s" is the semiclassical neutrino source func
tion, analogous to electromagnetic polarization.
The semiclassical source function s" is

s,,(r,t) =

(gCv ~Ti-)03(r - r;)(1 + ,,)wf.) We find that

using Sx = -s~. We ma.y therefore simplify our
analysis, and use the Weyl equation with a source

ili~[~.]=[O q.cp][~.]
at x" (1 • cp 0 x"

(V.S)

(V.9)

ili~ [ ~. ]'at x.

+I[S>]/2 Sx

][ ]' [ ]o q,,, + sf/>
q·cp Xv 0

transforms into

Sj(r,t) =

gCV(~T;(-)03(r - r,»)(1 + 1,h'''i(r, ,)

where the expectation value is over a macroscopic
lattice.

If we adopt a Furry picture for the electron field
operator, where the potential is taken to be due to
many nucleii in a lattice, then the individual elec
tron orbitals which are converted are Bloch waves.
If we define the expectation value to be between
a state with an electron present in a Bloch state
r j and a state with no electron present, then we
may write

(v.1O)

(V.3) where s~ = s•.
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(V-19)

(V.24)

(V.21)

(y = jd3r1e-il<!.rl [1 + i U ' 'VI]
,I 1'I 1

gCv('i:,rl-ld'(r' - r'))jl [I + ~~:;] ¢j(r')
,

(V.22)

e = jd3r1eil<!.r' [1 + i a . 'V']
, 1 'I 1

gCA(I>,I-1a,c'(r' - r'))jla(I + a
2

· c;)¢j(r')
. mc•

(V-23)

The electron orbitals are Bloch orbitals, and
are composed of the product of an oscilltory and
periodic term.

j d'r',-""" [I + i
a

· 'V'] fer') =
1 'I 1

j d'r' [II - i
a

· 'V'J"""'] fer') (V-25)
1 'I 1

We are in a position to integrate (V.22) and
(V.23) with respect to r'. We note that

We shall define the function

and

and split it into Fermi and Gamow-Teller terms

Explicitly, we have

(V.12)

(V.ll)

(V.17)

(V.16)

WI r
KI=--

c 1 r 1

II .a· 'V'J (')
+1~Sil r

si(r,t) = L:>il(r)eiwII
I

lliw, - a· cp][liw, +a· cpJ ¢jl(r) =
lliwi - a· cpJsjl(r) (VI3)

for a component of ¢i at WI. If we operate on
both sides of V.12 with [hw, - a . cpl, we obtain

We shall henceforth omit the primes and work
with unprimed variables. The source term will in
genera.! have a distribution of frequencies. If we
assume that the frequencies are discrete, then

lliw, - a· cpJ Sjl(r') (V.l5)

In the far-field we may approximate (V.IS) by

iwrJrl/e j
~ ( ) WI , d' ',-il<l"r''Y"' r ---+ --- r

J 41l"hc2 I r I

and (V.IO) becomes

['\i2 + (:,)2] ¢it{r) = r}c2[hwl -u,cp1 Sj/(r)

(V.14)

where

which can be recast as

and where the radiator js assumed centered at
r = O.

The total emission rate of neutrinos is

It follows that

from which it follows that

r. = Z;=;;=c j dll I ¢jl(r) 1'1 r I'

which is expanded out to be

(V.18)
(j; = gCv('E,l-lei(kj-l<r).r')j/[I +a· Kdu;(O),

(V-26)
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where 'Uj(D) is the value of the periodic part of
the Bloch wave at the deuteron nucleus. In this
formula we have dropped the electron spin-orbit
term. Similarly we have

If the many-particle nuclear states are Dicke
states, then

eft = gCA(L>l-) Uiei(ki-~I)·r;)jl[I +U . kJ)u'Uj(O)
;

(V.27)
We define the generalized Fermi and Gamov

Teller expectation values

and

whjch allows us to write

(x = gCvMf,(k; - <,)[1 + a· <,).;(0) (V.30)

1(T(-») I'", [T(T + 1) - MT(MT + 1)] (V34)

If I MT I is much less than J T ), then the neu
trino emission will be coherent and proportional
to the square of the number of emitters. The
physical content of this result is that in the Dicke
limit all of the nucleons participate on an equal
basis in the neutrino emission process, in phase
with one another throughout the lattice. The re
sulting emission rate can be much larger than N
times the single particle incoherent neutrino emis~
sion rate.

In order for this process to occur, phase coher
ence must be maintained between the initial and
final states, which implies that the final states
must be stationary. This requirement seems to
be consistent with the experimental observations
of low neutron yield. In order for this to Occur
the nuclear energy must be transferred elsewhere
coherently, and we discuss this problem in the fol
lowing sections.

and VI. COUPLING OF ENERGY FROM
THE MICROSCOPIC TO THE

MACROSCOPIC

Mf,(O) = ('I;r}-J)
;

At this point we are in a position to explore
coherent neutrino emission. If the electron mo
mentum and the neutrino momentum coincide,
then the Fermi average becomes

In order to achieve superradiance in the neu
trino emission in the coherent scenario, the neu
trino energy must be very low (on the order of
1 eV or less), and the final state nucieons must
be stationary. The overall reactions of interest
are exothermic by multiple MeV, hence the nu
clear energy must be deposited elsewhere in a
nondisruptive manner in order for coherence to
be maintained. Coupling nuclear energy from the
microscopic to the macroscopic coherently is un
precedented, and we require a fundamentally new
mechanism to do this.

In our earlier efforts, we have proposed coupling
of the nuclear energy into phonons in the paBa
dium lattice. The phenomenon of deexcitation
of electronic transitions into phonons is known
in molecules and solids,79-83 and the fundamen
tal quantum mechanics seems to be qual.itatively
similar between these well-known systems and our
earlier coherent fusion modeL However, in essen
tially all systems in which a relatively high quan
tum energy transition is coupled with phonons,

(V32)

(V.33)
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where T(-) is the many-particle isospin operator.
The emission of neutrinos with momentum equal
to the converted electron momentum can be co
herent. We may show this explicitly by consider
ing the Fermi emission rate



which leads to the Schr6dinger equation for the

the non-radiative processes proceed through at
most a relatively small number of phonons at a
time. The rate of phdnon emission decreases ex
ponentially with increasing number of phonons
generated, which is characteristic of a. high or
der emission process.80 As a result, unless some
new and compelling physical mechanism is found,
it seems improbable that nuclear energy can be
coupled directly to lattice phonons in bunches of
107 or more at a non vanishing rate.

The arguments above apply to radiation of
large numbers of quanta in a system which is fun
damentally linear or near linear. Phonons within
a macrpscopic lattice or large molecule are well
described by linear or weakly nonlinear models,
which is ultimately why the emission rate is ex
ponentially damped for large numbers of emitted
phonons. Radiation of photons into a vacuum is
exponentially weak for large number of photons
for the same reason. As a result, if we hope to
make any progress at all, we must search for a
mechanism which is fundamentally nonlinear to
very high order in order to avoid exponential ex
tinction of emission rate at higll quantum energy.

There are examples of systems which appear
to behave in this fashion. One such mechanism
is the electrochemical process, as can easily be
seen. Consider an electrochemical cell which is
driven by a low frequency LC-circuit (an exam
ple which we shall focus on in this section), and
assume that when in operation gas molecules are
generated from chemical species within the elec
trolyte. The generation of each gas molecule re
quires a relatively high chemical energy quanta,
which must be supplied by relatively low energy
electrical quanta from the LC circuit. In order
for this to occur, a mechanism must exist which
is capable of exchanging a very large number (106

to 1012
) of electrical quanta for a single chemi

cal quanta. Such a mechanism would have to be
nonlinear to extreme order, and in what follows
in this section we explore the possible application
of thjs type of nonHnearity to the coherent fusion
problem.

We begin by considering the quantization of a
simple LC circuit. The Hamiltonian is derived
from the classical electric and magnetic field en
ergies

(V1.5)

(V1.4)

(V1.6)

The Hamiltonian for this system is

a n' a' I
in at 1/J(v, t) = - 2LC' av,1/J(v, t) + 2:Cv'1/J(v, t)

(V 1.2)
where we have used the current operator

. n a
lop = -I LC av (V1.3)

The quantization of the LC circuit is of course
well known,84,85 and is usually written in terms
of creation and destruction operators as we shall
shortly do also. In this form, it is emphasized
that the current operator is to withjn a constant
simply a derivative of the voltage. This will be of
use later.

In terms of raising and lowering operators, the
current and voltage operators are

probability amplitude

where w :::: IIILC, and where we have sup
pressed the zero-point contribution which is not
important for our discussion. The eigenfunction
solutions for thjs problem are completely stan
dard, and the energy levels are quantized with
a constant spacing of hw. That the inductance
or capacitance might be somewhat nonlinear in
the corresponding physical system has no impact
on the present arguments. The presence of resis
tive losses can be included directly using standard
techniques of coupling to a heat bath,84-86 how
ever, such processes play no role in the nuclear
coupling process of interest here. We may add
such resistive terms to our Hamiltonian at our
pleasure; they will show up additively at the end
of the computation - hence there is no reason to
carry them along here.

We may consider the coupling of the LC circuit
to a two-level nuclear system, which is in essence
a toy model for virtual neutron capture in our sce
nario. A full model including superradiant neu
trino emission cannot be described as a two-level
system, however, if we focus on a two-level system

(V1.1)
1 2 1 .2

H= -Cv +-L1
2 2

>
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where

we will ha.ve a better chance of elucidating the ba
sic mechanism. A more complete model will have
to follow in a future work. The Hamiltonian for
the coupled system is

The diagonalization of this Hamiltonian is similar
to rotations discussed elsewhere.87- 89

The coupling term in the rotated picture is very
small, and we have achieved a relatively accurate
diagonalization through this transformation. One
result of this diagonalization is that it becomes
a.pparent that the interaction term, which is of
low order, does not help the transfer of net nuclear
excitati.on to a linear circuit. The nuclear quanta
can only be transferred in units of lOn quanta
at a time in order to conserve energy, and such
processes are exponentially inhibited as remarked
upon above. There is some small degree of mixing
between the nuclear levels and the oscillator levels
which will be of use shortly.

(V1.7)

(V1.8)

(V1.9)
8'H(at _a)_

= 8a8b i Ex

Figure 4: LC circuit couple to a nuclear spin
system at high energy and a nonlinear element.

The coupling of the LC circuit to the electrol
ysis process is to be considered next, and for this
we adopt a model Hamiltonian of the form

The Ex and .Ez operators are many-particle
"spin" operators, which are used commonly in
this type of model. The b and bt operators
are fermionic creation and annihilation operators,
The interaction term is appropriate for -Jj,B cou
pling where the magnetic field is uniform through
out and where the magnetic field is in the near
field (which couples the nuclear energy directly
to current increments). The microscopic coupling
links a single energetic spin flip with the creation
or destruction of a single current quantum.

This model is simple and can be diagonalized
approximately through a unitary transformation:

(VI.IO)

c L

(VI.ll)

The rotation operator which accomplishes this is

- _ ~t -1 [_2_ 8'H (at - a)] -
R - 2 an hwN lJalJb i .Ey

The resulting Hamiltonian is

H' = iILC +HN+hI
where

(V1.12)

(V1.13)

where we include the "bath" for the chemical sys
tem through

HE = ~~liwi(e)ei - eie)) (VI.17). 2,
where c and (1 are fermionic creation and destruc
tion operators relevant to chemical species., The
coupling with the chemical bath is accounted for
through He, which we conjecture has the form

(V1.14)
He = ~8(;, - vi)6,Hj, (V 1.18)

iII e,RiILce-iR - jhc

'" i [k,HLC) (V1.15)
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The important feature of the coupling Hamilto
nian is that is must have an explicit nonlinearity
of high order in order for the electrolysis process
to be able to convert low energy electrical quanta



to chemical quanta. The use of a. step function
to describe this coupling is conjecture (we expect
it to be sharp, be we do not know whether it is
sharp to the degree to which we will shortly re
quire). The summation over j in this equation is
a summation over available quantum mechanical
microscopic channels. A summation over chan·
nels weighted by a thermal occupation average of
trus Hamiltonian would give a nonlinear current
voltage characteristic which is more gentle and
locally linear.

If we apply a unitary transformation to diag
onalize the coupling between the nudeii and the
current to first order in the presence of the elec
trochemical terms, we obtain a new and very in
teresting term due to the resulting commutation.
If we rotate:

(V [.19)

using the transformation described above, then
we obtain

where

He e·A flee-· ll.

~ He + i (R.He)
He + LA; Ii, 0(. - v;)] E,

;
He +LA;o(. - v;)E,

;

(V1.21)

In the dressed state picture, a new term ap
pears which couples nuclear energy into the LC
circuit, assisted by the electrochemical process.
This term is extremely nonlinear. and is approxi
mated by a delta-function in voltage in this simple
model. Depending on how strong the nonlinear
ity is, it has the potential to exchange a nuclear
quantum into a very large number of LC circuit
quanta in a. nondisruptive manner required for the
coherence in neutrino emission.

The scenario described in this paper rests on
the conjecture that the electrochemical process
is nonlinear to a somewhat rugher degree than
is required in order for electrochemisty to occur.
Some considera.tion of the microscopic physics
suggests that this conjecture is not entirely unrea.
sonable. The voltage operator is approxima.tely
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proportional to the number operator of electrons
withjn an electrode, and the nonlinearity comes
about because the electrode orbitals are filling
(or emptying) as the voltage increases. Each
newly entering electron sits on the shoulders of
previous electrons in energy; at some point a
newly entering electron will fill an orbital through
which electrochemical current flow is energeti
cally allowed. This microscopic picture leads to
a coupling Hamiltonian of the general form given
above, except that the step function will be re
placed by something softer depending on the de
tails of the tunneling between metal orbitals and
surface orbitals.

We note that the nonlinearity, if it worked
as conjectured here, might provide under certain
conditions, a source of 1/f electrical noise.

The extension to the full model would require
analysis of superradiance in a multi-level system,
and some work has been done on this type of
system.90- 92

VII. DISCUSSION

The binary fusion of two charged nucleons a.t
room temperature as an explanation for cold fu
sion effects seems to us to be hopeless due to the
presence of the coulomb barrier, in spite of the
proposals which have been suggested for ways to
circumvent coulomb repulsion. Even if a way were
found, there remains the problem of developing a
reaction which produces cold reaction products.
The dd binary fusion reaction which has been dis
cussed so much in the last year simply does not
begin to fit the reaction profile of the observa
tions.

The fusion of a virtual neutron with a charged
nucleon can provide a way to circumvent the
coulomb barrier, and our current effort is based on
the exploration of this possibility. In place of the
problem of coulomb repulsion, an issue of nearly
equal severity arises, specifically one of transport.
The range of virtual neutrons is quite small (fermi
scale) unless the energy deficit can be somehow
reduced.. Additionally. the weak interaction is a
numerically small effect; it is difficult to under·
stand how any reaction. whether coherent or not,
could have a substantial reaction rate if the weak
interaction is a part of it.

We have proposed that the neutrino emission
can be superradiant if the neutrino momentum is



equal to the Bloch wave momentum of the elec
tron and if the reaction final products are station
ary. This provides a possible mechanism to boost
the weak interaction by a considerable factor.

The neutron transport problem may in prin
ciple be solved if the coupling of the nuclear en
ergy to the current Occurs collectively, which pref
erentially favors long wavelength virtual neutron
states. In conventional incoherent nuclear reac
tions where off-shell neutrons occur, the time
duration of the excursion of the neutrons can be
obtained from the uncertainty principle if the en
ergy deficit is known. In a coherent reaction,
which is ultimately a resonance process, the tran
sition width can be very small (less than 1 eV)
even though the energy deficit is large. This
translates directly into a potentially large spatial
excursion for the off-shell neutrons.

There is considerable interest in defining what
factors are required to produce cold fusion effects,
under the assumption that they are real. This has
been of concern, especially to the experimental
ists, and there have been some attempts at assem
bling a list of requirements. No such list has been
produced by theorists at this point, and that fact
is a consequence that no theory currently exists.
Our work is spet:ulative, and although we have
not produced a theory as recognized by physicists,
we have developed a scenario which may lead to a
predictjve theory. It is of some interest to address
the problem of what requirements would follow
under the assumption that the scenario is at least
partially correct.

With the above proviso in mind, we offer a list
of factors which would be required in our scenario
for heat production:

1. A source of virtual neutrons: specifically
deuterium or tritium are possible sources.
Wi thin the scenario, deu terons would be fa
vored by an N 2 coherent factor over protons.

2. A regular potential which supports electron
Bloch waves to enable coherent neutrino
emission. This is probably not a requirement
that the lattice be perfect, but clearly water
will have less order of this sort than a palla
dium rod.

3. An exothermic sink for virtual neutrons: pro
tons are proposed to be the recipients of vir
tual neutrons in current heat-producing ex
periments. As discussed earlier, protons are
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favored ovec deuterons in this respect due to
the larger M1 matrix element.

4. A magnetic field which is due to a current
which sees a highly nonlinear impedance. Al
though the magnetic field must be present
where virtual neutrons are converted, the
nonlinearity may be separate. This mode of
coupling is specific to Ml interactions.

5. Net (local) nuclear spin polarization.

For tritium production, the requirements would
be very similar as the above list applicable to
Ml neutron pickup, except that protons would no
longer be required. It is likely that they will be
helpful, in that the conversion of two virtual neu
trons (from electron capture on deuterium) may
be enhanced if one is captured onto a proton.

The outstanding issues in the field are: (1) "he
unequivocable proof that there is indeed a new ef
fect, (2) reproducibility, and (3) mechanism. En
gineering and applications must ultimately wait
for some very basic level of demonstrable physical
understanding. It seems unlikely that the theo
retical situation will improve much without more
experimental input.

If neutrino emission can occur superradiantly,
and if the nonlinearity in current-voltage charac
teristic actually can take up the nuclear energy,
then it may be possible that the various "mira
cles" can be explained rationally. Future theoret
ical efforts towards the development of our sce~

nario must involve further quantification of the
scenario.

Consideration of these issues has its motivation
in the controversial cold fusion experiments. If
the experiments are right, then there ought to be
some sensible explanation. It is important to es.
tablish firmly whether there are indeed cold fusion
effects, and if so, a second generation of experi
ments focusing on mechanism need to be started.
We have developed what amounts to a wish list
for experiments which would help clarify whether
our scenario is indeed a correct approach. This
list is given in the foUowing section.

Theory and experiment need to go hand in
hand. If proton depletion in heat experiments can
be demonstrated quantitatively, then this would
be regarded as strong motivation for pursuing
our scenario. But it remains to be settled as to



whether there is an effect at all, and this must
still be regarded as a top priority.

VIII. PROPOSALS FOR
EXPERIMENTS

At this point, it is still not accepted that cold
fusion effects are real rather than experimental
artifacts. If we take the position that the heat and
tritium are real effects that can be reproduced by
one or more groups, then the question arises as
to what new or related experiments can be done
which might help clarify mechanisms.

A. Reproducibility

Ever since the initial announcement of the ef
fect, the issue of apparent nonreproducibility has
plagued the field. It almost seems as if some re-
searchers have the II.magic touch," while most. do
not, and this has been used as a primary argu
ment that the effect is not real. Currently, nu
merous researchers are appa.rently a.ble to obtain
one or more of the miracles with much improved
probability of success for a given experiment.

Probably the highest priority project which is
faced by workers in the field is to define one or
more experiments which produce either heat, tri
tium, neutrons or isotope shifts at some proba
bility level. This accomplishment would go far to
make the effect accessible to the scientific com
munity in general. From the large variety of posi
tive experimental results which are being reported
now, I think that the definition of an "industry
standard" set of cells could be done.

B. Proton Lgss

Witrun the framework of the coherent fusion
scenario discussed in trus work, protons playa
key role in constituting the primary fuel for heat
production. A demonstration of trus would rep
resent a fundamental step in the elucidation of
a mechanism for the Pons-Fleischmann effect.
A null result in trus area would serve to elimi
nate the proposed scenario. The key experiment
which we recommend is a proton loss experiment,
in wruch the proton concentration is monitored
(which presents severe experimental difficulties)
over the course of an extended experiment in
which multiple megajoules of heat is produced.

C. Proton CQncentmtion

Pons-Fleischmann cells are often run at low lev
els of light water (on the order of 1%). The

.
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initial pre--march work of Pons and Fleischmann
suggested that there is an optimum mix of proton
and deuterons which gave the best results. The
question of interest is: what is the sensitivity of
the effect to relative proton concentration within
the palladium? Associated with this is whether a
rod loaded with less than 0.01% protons can show
heat. Within the scenario, such a rod should not
exhibit heat, although it could in principle evolve
tritium.
C. Tritium loss

Tritium production has been reported in a
number of laboratories. A small number of re
ports of tritium loss exists. The question which
arises, is simply whether there is such an effect
and whether it is reproducible. An experiment
could be done in wruch a heat producing'closed
cell is injected with a known amount of tritium,
a.fter which tritLum. content is monitored. Noise

j.tCuTle
levels in the ml range have been reported,

and an added signal of 100 times this level would
be of interest. Within the present scenario, tri
tium may serve as the source for virtual neutrons,
although the primary teppp reaction is not al
lowed energetically.

D. Production of slow neutrinos

Electron capture through the weak interaction
involves the emission of a neutrino. If the neutri
nos were energetic (which is not consistent with
the present scenario), then they could be observed
by conventional solar neutrino detectors.93,94 A
point source of 1013 - 1014 neutrinos in the MeV
range would be detected by the Kamjokande de-
tector, for example.

If the neutrinos are low energy neutrinos « 1
eV) as might be produced superradiantly, then
they would be detectable only through use of a
Weber neutrino detector specifically designed and
optimized for ala.rge flux of soft neutrinos.

E. Activation of Phosphorous

Natural phosphorous occurs as 31 P. Neutron ac
tivation to the ground state of 32p involves an
M1 virtual neutron pickup reaction analogous to
proton and deuteron reactions discussed above.
The activated phosphorous isotope is unstable
with a 14 day half-life, and produces a. 1.7 MeV
electron. If trus process can be demonstrated,
it would be important mechanistically in that it
would be much more difficult to imagine how 32p
could be produced through the types of mecha-



nisms which have been discussed elsewhere. A
clean demonstration of a new neutron activation
reaction would be of great value.
F. Separation 0/ Reactants and Nonlinearity

The mechanism proposed to convert the nu
clear energy works through a near field magnetic
field generated by a current which sees a high or
der nonlinearity. This nonlinearity need not nec.
essarily he in the same location as the reactants,
and an extremely interesting experiment would
be to demonstrate this effect. If the current run
ning through the palladium electrolysis cell were
run through another element exhibiting a high or
der nonlinearity (for example, another electrol
ysis cell, a battery, a diode or other systems),
then it is possible that anomolous energy depo
sition into the series nonlinear element might oc
cur. A demonstration of trus effect would strongly
support the present scenario. More interesting
still would be the replacement of the original pal
ladium cell with a crystal containing deuterium
and hydrogen as constituents (partially deuter
ated LiB, etc.).

G. Net Nucleon Spin Polarization

Spin-spin coupUng between electrons and nu
clear spins can be a relatively rapid process. Pro
tons and deuterons undergoing electrolysis in pal
ladium or titanium will see some degree of net
nuclear spin alignment. Any coherent mechanism
for fusion effects of the class which we have been
considering may be sensitive to the state of net
nuclear spin polarization. Questions which are of
interest involve the relation of nuclear spin polar
ization to the Pons-Fleischmann effect.

1. Is net nuclear spin polarization present in a
heat producing cell? What is the direction,
spatial dependence, and strength of proton
and deuteron polarization.

2. Can a Pons·Fleischmann cell produce heat if
the nuclear spins are randomized?

3. What does the NMR spectrum of a working
Pons-Fleischmann cell look Uke?

Pons-Fleischmann effect. The previous discus
sions of dd reactions as candidates for explaining
the observations suffered from the fact that the
reported observations simply do not fit the dd re
action profile, and that reactions at room tem
perature involving fusion of charged nucleii have
exceedingly small reaction rates.

The present scenario offers a number of advan
tages relative to the claimed. observations, includ
ing

1. Heat production without fast reaction prod
ucts, neutrons or gammas.

2. Tritium production as a second order pro
cess, unaccompanied to first order by sec
ondary neutron prod uction.

3. No expUcit exponential damping factors oc
cur at room temperature.

4. The scenario is consistent with the known
stability of heavy water and can be consis
tent with stellar evolution models.

5. The time-dependence of a superradiant sys
tem is qualitatively consistent with the dy·
namics of the observations of the heat and
tritium observations.

6. The dependence of the strength of the ef
fect on current density is in qualitative agree
ment (maximum di/dv is favored, rather
than maximum i).

7. The scenario is consistent with
contamination-dependent production of low
levels of residual radioactivity.

Real neutron production can occur as an incoher
ent process parasitic with the coherent processes
described in the paper. It is at best a third order
process in comparison to heat and tritium pro
duction in the model.

The principle weakness of the scenario at this
point is the lack of quantitative predictions. This
weakness is not inherent in the model; the ·effects
discussed here are amenable to precise quantifica
tion. Further effort is required to obtain predic
tions.

We have proposed a new coherent fusion sce
nario involving exotic two-step beta.Jfusion reat.
tions to account for the still highly controversial

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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